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CORPORATE CLIENTS FÊTED AT COCO PALM APPRECIATION
Rodney Bay Village, SAINT LUCIA (17 February 2014) Coco Palm hosted their second Corporate appreciation
soiree at the newly opened Creole Grill to entertain their valued clients who have become an integral part of their
business.
Events Manager, Alta King Destang, has personally worked with the key partners in hosting events and meetings
in the four conference rooms, PalmVille, Kreole, Plantation and Kaiso meeting rooms on offer. Destang said “It is
a pleasure to host our corporate clients whom we work with in planning their meetings throughout the year. It has
been a team effort with both Food & Beverage and Reservations who help keep our guests happy.”
Ernie George, Food & Beverage Manger went on to note “Alta has anticipated our clients’ needs and has sold our
F&B services to meet both their expectations and budget. This has become a fundamental part of our business and
the corporate soiree is simply to personally thank our partners.”
Coco Palm and KoKo Cabana have catered to the growing market and value each group which varies from
meetings, conferences, events to weddings and special occasions. Chef Richardson Skinner stated “In my 8 years
working with Coco Palm we have kicked up our menus to offer a true Caribbean flavour which reflects all that
we represent. Our team takes pride in the service and hospitality offered which in turn has resulted in guests
returning for meetings and for pleasure.” Guests were served samples of the menus on offer and awarded prizes
to enjoy Coco Palm and KoKo Cabana. The recent TripAdvisor Travellers Choice Award for 2014 was no doubt
due to the Food & Beverage department along with the hotel and valued Team members who make Coco Resorts
proud to be Saint Lucian owned and managed.
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Located in the heart of Saint Lucia’s entertainment capital, the award-winning Coco Palm caters to the savvy traveler either on work or
pleasure. Offering authentic Caribbean charm and cuisine at affordable rates and warm hospitality. Contact Reservations to plan your
stay or meetings at reservations@coco-resorts.com or call +1 758-456-2800 or visit www.coco-resorts.com

